
 This has certainly been an interesting 
summer. From spring until early fall we were 
very dry. During the first part of August the 
rain started and hasn’t let up since. I would 
guess that we have had over 12 inches of rain 
since the first part of August. This saved our 
pastures, which were about depleated. The 
corn had shut down and our fall seeded for-
age cover crops would not have amounted to 
much, but were exceptional because of the 
fall moisture. We are definitely set up for next 
year.
 We have just weaned the calves and they 
did very well. This is the heaviest set of bull 
calves that we have ever weaned. They are 
also the most powerful in terms of depth, 
capacity and muscle. The high ratioing sire 
group was sired by 6120. 4X13 did outstand-

ing as well with 23 bull calves combining for a 
weaning weight ratio of 103. The average birth 
weight on these calves was 82 lbs. for a ratio of 
95. We are also very pleased with the bull calves 
by 536P, Right Time and Timberwolf. 
 The heifer calves are by far the most uniform 
group that we have produced. The feminity that 
they possess with the massive amount of depth 
and power is amazing. This type of female can 
be productive in a forage environment without the 
supplementation of grain. They are the kind of beef 
animals the industry is demanding with today’s 
high cost of production.
 The Angus Partners Commercial Female sale is 
scheduled for January 10, 2009 at Kist Livestock 
Auction in Mandan. This will be the third commer-
cial female sale that we have co-sponsored with 
Spickler Angus Ranch. This sale is fast becoming 
known as an excellent source of outstanding An-
gus heifer calves and bred heifers.
 The Mc Cumber influence in the North Dakota 
Angus Association Carcass Challenge was very 
dominant. We were fortunate to win the contest 
this year with four steers. They were some of what 

was left after we had selected the bull calves that 
were to remain bulls. The most gratifying part was 
that three of the top four winners in the contest 
have a Mc Cumber influence herd of cattle. Con-
gratulations to these herds.
 Our annual bull sale is March 30, 2009 here at 
the ranch. We will be selling around 110 yearling 
bulls. The sale will be broadcast on RFD-TV by 
Superior Livestock Productions.
 We are currently selling an outstand-
ing group of bred heifers. They are bred 
to start calving the end of January and are mostly 
A.I.’d to 4X13 and cleaned-up with OCC Tremen-
dous 619T. Tremendous is an Emblazon son, who 
was the top selling bull in the Ohlde bull sale this 
past April. We are looking forward to the arrival of 
his calves. He exemplifies the type of bull we strive 
to produce, with exceptional depth of body and 
muscle expression. His dam is an exceptional 10 
year old donor cow for Ohlde’s. 
 We would enjoy showing you any of the cattle 
whenever it is convenient for you.

The Angus Partners Commercial Heifer Sale will be held January 10, 2009 at Kist Livestock Auction 
in Mandan, ND. This sale is for bred heifers and heifer calves sired by or bred to Mc Cumber Angus 
Ranch or Spickler Angus Ranch bulls. If you are looking for outstanding females with maternal traits 
bred in, you won’t want to miss this sale. There will be large groups of outstanding heifer calves from 
some of the top commercial herds around. There will also be the top bred heifers to be found any-
where consigned, including some of the top heifer calves from last year’s sale that will be brought back 
as bred heifers. This is a sale of commercial females that you will not want to miss.

One mile west of Rolette, North Dakota
Free 1,000 mile delivery, balance at cost
This sale will be broadcast via satellite on RFD/TV by Superior Productions

Contact Us:
Chuck:  701-246-3366
Matt: 701-246-3847

E-mail: mccumber@utma.com
Web: www.mccumberangus.com

We are currently selling an 

outstanding group of bred heifers. 

Learn more about them inside this issue.



   Emulation N Bar 5522
  N Bar Emulation EXT
   N Bar Primrose 2424
Sitz JLS Emulation Ext 536P
   D H D Traveler 6807
  Ideal 4465 of 6807 4286
   E E 4286 of Ideal 2240 1254

536P is an excellent son of EXT and out of the popular “4465” 
cow. 536P sires exceptional length, power and muscle in a 
moderate package. The first daughters of 536P are bred heifers 
that exhibit exceptional body mass and fleshing ability. Siring 
the kind of cattle that do well on a forage diet. His sons will sell 
March 30, 2009. Owned with Sitz Angus Ranch.

   Emulation N Bar 5522
  N Bar Emulation EXT
   N Bar Primrose 2424
Sinclair Extra 4X13
   N Bar Prime Time D806
  N Bar Lady Ida SCC 2P37
   N Bar Lady Ida F1080

4X13 is the outstanding son of EXT that is siring deep bodied, 
moderate framed cattle with excellent feet and legs. His first 
calf crop is proving him to be a calving ease specialist with 
above average performance and will consistently improve IMF. 
The first 4X13 daughters calved this spring and were excellent 
mothers with beautiful udders and a quiet disposition. Breed 
up on his daughters is excellent. A large group of sons will sell 
March 30, 2009. Owned with Sinclair Cattle Co. N Bar Land 
and Cattle Co., Lewis Hagen, and Genex Cooperative.

4X13 son. Sold to 
Ox Bow Angus Ranch, MT

536P bred heifer 

BW WW YR Milk IMF REA
-1.3 +43 +79 +21 +60 -.16

4X13 bred heifer out of a 
Right Time dam

4X13 bred heifer out of a 
Mc Cumber Tradition 383 dam

4X13 son. Sold to 
Nelson Angus Ranch, ID.

BW WW YR Milk MRB REA
+2.7 +38 +68 +24 +.18 +.06

536P son to Chapman 
Angus, Alberta. Canada

536P Sold to Currant 
Creek Angus and 
U Cross Ranch, MT.

Dam of 536P

   Traveler 8180
 SAV Traveler 004
   Boyd Forver Lady 8003
Mc Cumber 004 Traveler 6120
   Mc Cumber 6122 Equator 8113
 Erianna 2206 of Mc Cumber
   Erianna 880 of Mc Cumber

6120 has done an amazing job of siring calves with depth, length and 
abundant muscle. They have as much mass and vital organ capacity 
as any cattle we have produced. The dam of “6120” is a Pathfinder 
dam that has entered our embryo program and has been a prolific 
producer. You will like the first sons of “6120” that sell March 30,2009. 
Owned with Kemnitz Angus Ranch, Platte, SD.

   N Bar Emulation EXT
 Leachman Right Time
   Leachman Erica 0025
Mc Cumber Tradition 383
   Mc Cumber 124 Traveler 212
 Lassie 7015 of Mc Cumber
   Lassie 648 of Mc Cumber

Tradition is the outstanding son of Right Time that was used back in the 
Mc Cumber herd. Tradition sires moderate framed bulls that possess 
more muscle than their sire. They are long, deep bodied cattle with per-
fect feet and legs. The daughters of Tradition are high volume, feminine 
cows with excellent udders. He is an udder improver, adding muscle and 
capacity. Owned with Ed and Lori Williams, Heritage Angus, MS.

   N Bar Emulation EXT
 Wulffs EXT 6105
   Wulffs Erica Dianna C116
LT Timberwolf 5014
   Sitz Value 7097
 LT Ethelda 3245
   LT Ethelda 9012

Timberwolf is a powerful grandson of EXT and out of an excellent 
Sitz Value 7097 daughter. Timberwolf calves come easy and are high 
volumed calves with exceptional muscle. Owned with Lindskov-Thiel, 
Isabel, SD and Genex.

BW WW YR Milk MRB REA
+3.5 +56 +105 +28 +.29 +.12

BW WW YR Milk MRB REA
+5.6 +29 +68 +17 +.01 -.10

BW WW YR Milk MRB REA
+1.9 +50 +88 +22 +.03 -.01

536P heifer calf 
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